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this admittedly popular account. (I am 
‘ not sure, however, that  he has the rela- 

tivistic attitude toward cultures  that is 
necessary for good “ethno-psychoanaly- 
sis”;  for a m p l e ,  when John -falls in 
love with a slim girl, he considers it 
some sort of gain  that his criterion of 
beauty is “no langer that of the primi- 
tive kraal-man, but that of an educated 
black man.”), This reviewer looks for- 
ward eagerly t~ a fuller treatment of the 
South African Negro by Dr. Sachs. 

NATHAN GLAZER 

LABRADOR 
How dean these shallows 
how iirm these rocks stand 
about which wash 
the waters of the world 

It is ice to this  body 
that unclothes its pallars 
to  the very thoughts 
of this immeasurable sea 

that as it rises unmarred 
iadases this 
strainmg mind, these 
limbs in  a  single gesture.’ 

WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS 
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The Bear and the Eagle 
THE STRANGE ALLIANCE: The 

Story of Our Efforts at  War-Time 
4 Cooperation with Russia. By John R. 

Deane. The Viking Press.-$3.75. 

T NIS book is a  contribJtion of fifst 
importance to students of world 

politics. Lest this verdict unduly startle 
and dismay the author, let me add at 
once that it appeals also to  a  much 
wider audience, that  it has wit, humor, 
and a shrewd wisdom not wholly un- 
mixed wlth subtlety. The writing  too 
shows simpliuty and grace. And yet, 
unlike most of the %ow it can be told: 
genre  with which it might otherwise be 
classed, it is unusually significant for 
the light  it throws upon  the most crucial 
of all  current political problems- 
whether  we can get along with Russia, 
and how to go about doing so. 

Major  General  Deane was head of 
the United States Military Mission in 
Moscow from October, 1943, until  after 
the surrender of Japan. In  that capacity 
he  had to deal with the topmost eche- 
lons of the Soviet government, both of 
the political and  the military depart- 
ments. His story is the mow usual one of 
arriving  with eagerness, hope, and con- 
fidence and of departmg  with  a sense 
of deep frustration not far above 
despair. But  the  strength of the book 
is in  the carefully detailed and objective 
reporting of the events and negotiations 
which pushed  him  along  that well- 
trodden path. 

The deslcription of “objective” will 
no doubt be challenged. General Deane 
has his share of that scar tissue which 
betrays the occupational disease preva- 
lent among accredited representatives of 
Western powers to  the Soviet Union. 
But there is a dserence between the 
bias of pre-judgment and  the mental 
bent which follows from a plenitude of 
experience. As far as internal evidence 
goes, t h i s  book persuades one of the 
fairness of the author, of his readiness 
to give the Soviets the benefit of the 
doubt. To be sure, he is not sophis- 
ticated in the analytical techniques of 
politicd science. His explahatlon of 
why the Russians  behave as they do 
does not penetrate very  deeply. But he 
presents his basic data with discrimina- 
tion and judgment. And it i s  not irrel- 
evant that  both his experience and his 
deductions fall-into a pattern which is 
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familiar  to those who have tdked  with 
diplomatic knd military persons of com- 
parable experience. ahis might suggest 
either a universal prejudice among such 
persons or a  mutual confirmation of 
conclusions honestly arrived at. 

The incidents described by the author 
which are  worth mentioning in a review 
are legion. The story of $end-lease to 
the Russians and the part it played in 
the war, of what went on behind fhe 
scenes at  the  great war-time conferences, 
of the negotiations to  bring  the Soviet 
Union into the war against Japaa, and 
of numerous other events furnishes a 
rich storehouse for impatient historians 
who  want to get at the facts More  the 
archives are opened. 

Among the most interesting observa- 
tions for me were those which fl€umi- 
nated the deep-seated and all-pervasive 
aversion of Soviet oficials to the  ad- 
mission o€ foreigners regardless of pur- 
pose (they first rejected the idea of 
admitting instructors to teach Soviet 
airmen the use ‘of the  Norden bomb- 
sight; subsequently they admltted with 
great reluctance and procrastination a 
small proportion of those offered  but 
confined those few  to a wholly inade- 
quate number of contact hours with 
Soviet students) ; their habitual obstruc- 
tiveness to collaboration, even when the 
gains to be derived were overwhelmingly 
to  their advantage (demonstrated by 
their refusal to permit Allied air groups 
to bomb targets immediately behind the 
German forces opposing  them) ; the 
hollow meaning -of  Soviet “agreement 
in principle” (revealed in the  whole 
diIatory progress of shuttle  bombing); 
and  the degree to which Soviet irrita- 
tion  on political matters is immediately 
translated into obstructionism in  the 
most irrelevant and far-flung negotia- 
tions. Significantly enough, some of the 
instances of uncommon success in win- 
ning collaboration involved conspira- 
torial enterprises, such as the elaborately 
faked “escape” of interned Americans 
who had  fought  in  the Pacific war and 
the agreement, subsequently rejer;ted  by 
Roosewlt, to coordinate the military 
activities of the N. K. V. D. and our 
own OSS. 

Throughout the war distrust of Allied 
motives and intentions remained an ar- 
ticle of Soviet faith. No gesture, how- 
ever generous, was sufficient to allay 
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